Dear Miss Tarbell,

I am sorry to trouble you with another letter. But you know that we who are merely decent Protestant working people are the most defenseless people on this earth—we have been pushed out of house and home to gratify the demands of the new rich who have neither honor nor any sense of right feeling towards anyone.

Since my regular work was
taken away from me. There has been nothing else but trying to find things to do, and no human being can stand being pushed around continually even that now is taken away because of age. The only way in which I have been able to keep hold has been by answering advertisements and getting odds and ends to do during my leisure. Why is it that the Protestant people never can find one of their own to stand by them. The Catholic can always find some one among their own and for that reason they control almost every kind of useful work in the country. The Jews have the rest. Before Protestants give so much away to foreign people and to all kinds of charities they should make up for the injustice done to honest people. Nothing that could be done for me could be construed into
into a Charity for nothing that could be done would make up for the years of my wasted life.

What is the Penny Foundation for to help foreign people of all kinds help to give their children musical and college educations. The minister of that Church is only one of many that I tried to find a little Christianity among. I am only one of many. Did you read of the man who a few weeks ago
Shot his wife five children and himself rather than have them used for the benefit of Charity Organizations and Social workers. He was fellow could not steady work. I hope if there is a future hell there will be a specially hot part for the crafty races who have been using the Protestant pulpits for their own benefit they would cover up any sin among their rich congregation knowing their
own pocket would benefit. The Spanish Inquisition was severe in comparison to the secret crimes done in the name of charity to break the spirit and will of any one daring to go against their will. These charities supported by the money extorted from the working people. It is more than high time that there should be an investigation into the workings of this business which is threatening to grow into the largest business of the city. The ordinary woman Social Worker earns after the first year a larger salary than the school teacher. Too much of this money goes to the support of would-be fine ladies—they are the people helped while the decently poor will be used in this Traffic of Souls—

Mrs. Truly A. Waters